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Abstract—Sensor-enabled radio frequency identification (RFID)
technology has generated a lot of interest from industries lately. In-
tegratedwithminiaturized sensors, RFID tags can provide not only
the IDs, but also valuable real-time information about the state of
the objects or their surrounding environment, which can benefit
many practical applications, such as warehouse management and
inventory control. In this paper, we study the problem of designing
efficient protocols for a reader to collect sensor-produced infor-
mation from unknown target tags in an RFID system with min-
imum execution time. Different from information collection with
all target tags known a priori, in the scenarios we consider, the
reader has to first find out the target tags in order to read infor-
mation from them, which makes traditional information collection
protocols not efficient any more. We design a Bloom-filter-based
information collection protocol (BIC) to address this challenging
problem. A Bloom filter is constructed for the reader to efficiently
determine the target tags, which significantly reduces the commu-
nication and time overhead. We also introduce the allocation vec-
tors to coordinate the transmissions from different tags and mini-
mize collision during information collection. Extensive simulation
results demonstrate that our protocol is highly efficient in terms of
execution time, and it performs much better than other solutions.

Index Terms—Information collection, radio frequency identifi-
cation (RFID) systems, time-efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ADIO frequency identification (RFID) technologies
have been increasingly used in various applications, such

as supply chain management, inventory control, and object
tracking [1]. An RFID system typically consists of one or sev-
eral readers and numerous tags. Each tag has a unique ID and
is attached to a physical object. The readers communicate with
tags wirelessly to recognize or track the corresponding objects.
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Compared to the traditional barcode systems, RFID systems
have many advantages, such as long operational distance and
fast identification. It is expected that RFID technologies will be
more and more ubiquitously available in the near future.
In the literature, most existing research on RFID technologies

concentrates on the design of ID-collection protocols that read
the IDs from a large number of tags [2]–[10]. In recent years,
some research interest has been shifted to new functionalities of
RFID systems, such as cardinality estimation [11]–[17], missing
tag detection [18], [19], and tag searching [20].
Recently, sensor-enabled RFID technology has generated a

lot of interest from industries [21]. Integrated with miniaturized
sensors, an RFID tag can not only provide its ID, but also re-
port real-time information about the state of the object or the
conditions of the surrounding environment [22]–[24]. More im-
portantly, the identification function of RFID systems facili-
tates the connection of the reported information with the spe-
cific object, which can benefit many practical applications. For
example, consider a large chilled food storage facility where
sensor-enabled RFID tags are attached to food items. A collec-
tion of readers are installed and periodically read the sensor-pro-
duced temperature information from tags. If abnormal tempera-
ture readings are discovered, the readers can effectively identify
the corresponding items and alert the workers to carry out an in-
spection on them, which helps ensure the quality of the food.
We study the information collection problem in sensor-en-

abled RFID systems. The goal is to design efficient protocols
for a reader to collect sensor information from tags within the
reader’s interrogation region, which are called target tags. Pre-
vious work has addressed a closely related problem where the
set of target tags is known a priori to the reader [25], [26].
We consider practically common scenarios where such infor-
mation is unavailable. For example, consider a large warehouse
where each item is attached with a sensor-enabled RFID tag
and multiple readers are installed to ensure the full coverage
of the system. The set of tags in the whole warehouse can be
easily monitored through a checkin/checkout procedure at the
entrance. However, inside the warehouse, as the tagged items
are moved around, the subset of tags covered by each reader
changes over time. In other words, even though we know the
set of all tags, we do not know which are the target tags for each
reader at each moment. In another example, a worker carries a
mobile reader and walks around in a warehouse to read infor-
mation from the sensor-enabled RFID tags attached to different
items. Suppose the exact placement of tags is not constantly pro-
filed. As the mobile reader may operate at an arbitrary location,
it does not know beforehand which (target) tags will be acces-
sible during the operation. While the prior work assumes that a
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reader always has the knowledge of all target tags in its inter-
rogation region [25], [26], this assumption does not hold in the
above scenarios, where a reader must first determine the target
tags located in its interrogation region before collecting infor-
mation from them. As we will demonstrate through analysis and
simulation, these prior solutions (as well as the ID-collection
protocols) do not work efficiently when they are adapted for in-
formation collection with unknown target tags.
In this paper, we propose a time-efficient protocol for

unknown-target information collection in large-scale RFID
systems, called the Bloom-filter-based Information Collection
protocol (BIC), which is designed to be performed by each
reader individually for the collection of information from
tags in its interrogation region. We first examine two broad
categories of warm-up solutions, which are designed based on
existing ID-collection protocols and information collection pro-
tocols. We show that these solutions are not efficient in terms of
execution time for unknown-target information collection due
to their significant communication overhead for the reader to
find out the target tags. In order to overcome this drawback and
reduce the execution time, a Bloom filter that represents the set
of target tags is constructed by our protocol and transmitted
to the reader. It significantly improves the communication and
time efficiencies for target tag identification. In addition, we
introduce allocation vectors to schedule the information trans-
missions from different tags and minimize collision. Extensive
simulations show that our protocol outperforms all the warm-up
solutions, and its execution time is always within 2 times of the
unachievable universal lower bound.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related

work is reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we introduce the
system model and define the problem. Warm-up solutions are
discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we propose our scheme
BIC and elaborate the design of each component. We conduct
simulations and evaluate the performance of BIC in Section VI.
Finally, we draw the concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, extensive research effort has been devoted to
the design of ID-collection protocols, which aim to read the IDs
from all the tags in a single-reader RFID system with minimum
execution time [2]. Based on the mechanism used for resolving
tag transmission collisions occurred during ID collection, ex-
isting ID-collection protocols can be classified into two broad
categories: ALOHA-based [3]–[7] and tree-based [8]–[10].
Waldeop et al. [27], Zhou et al. [28], and Yang et al. [29]
address the ID-collection problem in multi-reader RFID sys-
tems, where the reader–tag and the reader–reader transmission
collisions are considered. In [30], Xie et al. propose an efficient
approach to identify moving tags.
Recently, some research interest has been shifted to new func-

tions of RFID systems. In [11]–[17], a number of novel estima-
tors are designed for fast and accurately estimating the number
of distinct tags placed in a given region. Li et al. in [18] and
Zhang et al. in [19] address the problem of exactly identifying
the IDs of the missing tags. In [20], Zheng and Li propose sev-
eral algorithms to achieve efficient tag searching. The security
and privacy issues of RFID systems are discussed in [31]–[35].

The studies that aremost related to our work are [25] and [26].
In [25], Chen et al. design two protocols, called Single-hash In-
formation Collection protocol (SIC) and Multi-hash Informa-
tion Collection protocol (MIC), to read sensor-produced data
from all the tags in a single-reader RFID system. In [26], Qiao
et al. investigate the information collection problem from the
aspect of energy efficiency. The Tag-Ordering Polling protocol
(TOP) and the enhanced version are proposed for a reader to
collect sensor information from a subset of tags with minimum
energy consumption. However, all these solutions assume the
reader has already known the set of tags from which it will col-
lect information, and cannot effectively address the unknown-
target information collection problem where such knowledge is
unavailable to the reader, as we will show in Section IV.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model

Consider an RFID system consisting of a back-end server,
one or several readers, and numerous tags. The tags can be ei-
ther lightweight passive ones that are energized by the radio
wave transmitted from the readers, or battery-powered active (or
semi-passive) ones that have longer communication range. Each
tag carries a unique ID and is integrated with one or more sen-
sors to monitor some physical parameters. We assume that the
area covered by the RFID system is large, and one mobile reader
or multiple static readers are used to ensure the full coverage.
Each reader covers a certain region, within which it can commu-
nicate with the tags. This region is called the interrogation re-
gion, and such tags are called the target tags of the reader. Since
the objects with RFID tags may be moved around in the system,
the distribution of the tags will change over time, and we make
a practical assumption that each reader does not know which
tags are located in its interrogation region. The RFID readers
are connected to the back-end server via a high-speed wired or
wireless network. We assume that the back-end server stores the
IDs of all the tags present in the whole system. Such information
can be obtained either by regularly updating the database when
objects are moved into or out of the system, or in case of errors
such as database damage, executing an ID-collection protocol
such as [29].
Communications between the readers and the tags follow the

Reader-Talks-First protocol [36]: A reader first issues a request
message to initiate the communication, and then several tags
respond during a number of slots in a following time frame. For
each time-slot in the frame, if no tag responds, it is called an
empty slot; otherwise, it is called a nonempty slot. The message
transmitted in a nonempty slot can be successfully received by
the reader only if a single tag responds. When multiple tags
respond in the same slot, there is a transmission collision, and
the reader cannot correctly decode the messages. The reader’s
signal will synchronize the clocks of the tags.

B. Problem Definition

Let denote the set of all the tags in the RFID system and
denote the set of tags within the interrogation region of a

reader . Let and , where stands for
the cardinality of a set. We define as the ratio of to ,
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i.e., . The unknown-target information collection
problem is to design a protocol for reader to collect sensor in-
formation from the target tags in with minimum execution
time, where is unknown to the reader . Note that the sensor
information includes not only sensor readings, but also the map-
ping from each reading to a tag where the reading takes place so
that the sensor data can be accurately associated with the cor-
responding object. As we will see in the simulation results, the
running time of an information collection protocol is relatively
small. Hence, we assume that the distribution of the tags is stable
during the protocol execution. If there are some tags entering
into or departing from the interrogation region of reader during
information collection, the reader may simply ignore them this
round and read information from the updated set of target tags
in the next round of scheduled protocol execution.

IV. WARM-UP SOLUTIONS

In this section, we examine two broad classes of candidate
solutions to the unknown-target information collection problem.
One class is derived from the existing ID-collection protocols.
The other class is derived from the protocols originally designed
for traditional information collection where the set of target tags
is known to the reader. We demonstrate the inefficiency of these
schemes and also discuss the inherent reasons, which motivate
the novel scheme we propose in Section V.

A. ID-Collection-Based Information Collection Protocols

The ID-collection protocols can be borrowed here for infor-
mation collection, i.e., each target tag piggybacks the sensor
information when transmitting its ID to the reader, which are
therefore referred to as ID-collection-based information collec-
tion protocols (IDPS). Based on the anti-collision mechanism
used to resolve the transmission collisions among different tags,
the IDPS can be further classified into two broad categories:
ALOHA-based and tree-based.
The ALOHA-based Information Collection protocols (AIC)

work as follows: The reader broadcasts a request message to all
the target tags, which specifies the number of slots contained in
the subsequent time frame. Each tag individually and randomly
selects one slot to transmit both its ID and the sensor informa-
tion to the reader. If there is a collision in a time-slot due to
multiple responses, the involved tags will be acknowledged to
restart in the next frame. The similar process repeats until all the
target tags report their information to the reader. Different from
AIC, the Tree-based Information Collection protocols (TIC) re-
solve transmission collisions by splitting the set of involved tags
into two subsets with tag IDs or random numbers. The splitting
procedure will continue until each set contains only one tag. In
this way, the target tags are organized into a tree structure. The
reader walks through the tree and collects the IDs and sensor
information from all the tags.
In IDPS, since each target tagwill transmit its ID to the reader,

the reader could attain the set without . Let denote the
length of a time-slot during which a tag is able to transmit both
the ID and the information to a reader. We can observe that it
takes a reader at least to collect the information from one tag
with IDPS. Therefore, the lower bound on the execution time of

IDPS is equal to , which is the aggregation time for all
the target tags in to report their IDs and information to the
reader .

B. Sequential Identification-Based Information Collection
Protocols

We now consider the existing protocols designed for infor-
mation collection where the set of target tags is known to the
reader. A basic protocol is called the Polling-based Informa-
tion Collection protocol (PIC) [25]. The reader broadcasts the
IDs one after another and waits for the response from the corre-
sponding tag. Each target tag keeps listening to the communica-
tion channel until its own ID is received. Then, it transmits the
information to the reader and remains silent thereafter. For un-
known-target information collection, since the reader does not
have prior knowledge about , it must broadcast all the IDs in
to determine the target tags. Another protocol is called the

MIC [25], which removes the transmissions of tag IDs in PIC.
MIC consists of multiple phases. In each phase, the reader uses
several hash functions to map the tags to different time-slots in
a frame. Only the slots that have a one-to-one mapping to the
tags are assigned by the reader for information transmissions,
and others are wasted to avoid collisions. Similar to PIC, when
MIC is used for unknown-target information collection, since
the reader does not know its target tag set , it has to assign
one time-slot to each tag in . If the time-slot allocated to a tag
turns out to be empty, the tag is believed not in the interrogation
region of reader .
One common characteristic of the protocols described above

is that the reader sequentially examines all the tags in to find
out the target tag set . Therefore, these protocols are also re-
ferred to as sequential identification-based information collec-
tion protocols (SIPS). Let be the length of a time-slot for a
tag to transmit the information to a reader. When SIPS are ex-
ecuted, each target tag needs at least to show its presence
and report the information to the reader. In addition, for every
tag in , it takes a reader at least to verify its absence,
where is the minimum required detection time for a reader
to determine the existence of a transmission on the communica-
tion channel. Therefore, the lower bound on the execution time
of SIPS is .

C. Lower Bound for all Unknown-Target Information
Collection Protocols

A lower bound on the execution time of any protocol for un-
known-target information collection is , which is the
aggregated time for all the target tags to transmit their informa-
tion to the reader . Note that this lower bound can never be
achieved because the reader has to transmit additional control
messages to find out the target tags and coordinate their trans-
missions against collisions. We use the lower bound as a bench-
mark to evaluate the performance of different protocols for un-
known-target information collection.

D. Performance Analysis

So far, we have derived a lower bound for execution time of
IDPS, a lower bound for execution time of SIPS, and a universal
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison of different information collection protocols.

lower bound for all unknown-target information collection pro-
tocols. In this section, we will show that the first two lower
bounds—which represent the state of the art—are much higher
than the third universal lower bound. This result indicates that
there is potentially much room for improvement. Indeed, our
new protocol significantly outperforms IDPS and SIPS, and its
execution time is close to the universal lower bound.
Fig. 1 shows the execution time comparison of different in-

formation collection protocols, where the lower bounds of IDPS
and SIPS are normalized with respect to the universal lower
bound , and the information has 1 bit. Two observations
can be made from Fig. 1. First, the lower bound on the execution
time of SIPS approaches the universal lower bound when is
close to 1. However, its performance degrades quickly as de-
creases to 0. Especially, when , the execution time of
SIPS could be more than 10 times of the universal lower bound.
Second, there is a wide constant gap between the execution time
of IDPS and the universal lower bound, which can be as large
as 7 times as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the lower bounds on
the execution time of IDPS and SIPS are the best performance
that the information collection protocols falling into these two
classes can possibly achieve. Therefore, neither of them are ef-
ficient enough for unknown-target information collection.
During the information collection, since the reader does

not know which tags are located within its interrogation re-
gion, it has to first determine the target tags before collecting
information from them. Hence, the overall execution time of
any unknown-target information collection protocol can be di-
vided into two parts: the time for the reader to find out all the
target tags and the time for the tags to report their information to
the reader. IDPS and SIPS are not efficient for unknown-target
information collection due to the significant time overhead in-
curred for determining the target tags, which are at least
and , respectively. Here, denotes the length
of a time-slot for a tag to transmit its ID to the reader. Therefore,
in order to minimize the overall execution time for information
collection, we need to explore new technologies for the reader
to efficiently determine the target tags.

V. BLOOM-FILTER-BASED INFORMATION
COLLECTION PROTOCOL

Bloom filter is a simple space-efficient probabilistic data
structure for representing a set and supporting membership
queries [37]. Hence, if the set can be transmitted to the
reader in the form of a Bloom filter, the communication over-
head for target tag identification could be drastically reduced
and thus the overall time for information collection. Following
this idea, we propose a Bloom-filter-based Information Collec-
tion protocol (BIC), by which a Bloom filter is distributively
constructed for the reader to efficiently determine the target
tags. In addition, we introduce the allocation vectors to schedule
the transmissions from different tags in order to reduce colli-
sion. By using these mechanisms, BIC significantly improves
time efficiency for unknown-target information collection as
compared to the warm-up solutions.

A. Protocol Description

To determine the target tags with a Bloom filter, the reader
first broadcasts a request message, which contains two parame-
ters and . Here, is the size of the Bloom filter, and is
the number of independent hash functions used to construct the
Bloom filter. How to choose the values of and will be ex-
plained later. Let denote the hash functions,
each with range . Upon receiving the request
message, every target tag in generates an array of bits,
all of which are initialized to 0. With the hash functions, the
tag pseudo-randomly maps its unique ID to bits at positions

in the array and sets them to 1.
The resulting array is called a Bloom filter basis. All the target
tags transmit their respective Bloom filter basis simultaneously.
At the physical layer, a binary “0” corresponds to an idle carrier,
where no signal is detected in the channel; a binary “1” corre-
sponds to a busy carrier [18], where a transmission signal is de-
tected in the channel. For each bit received at the reader, if the
channel is idle, the bit is set to 0. If the channel is busy, which in-
dicates that at least one tag transmits the busy carrier for this bit,
the reader sets it to 1. After the transmissions of all the Bloom
filter bases, the reader can generate a new -bit array , which
turns out to be the Bloom filter constructed based on .
After the reader attains the Bloom filter , it tests all the

IDs in to determine the target tag set . Specifically, for
each ID in , the bits at positions
in are examined. If any of them is 0, the corresponding tag
is certainly not in . Otherwise, the tag is considered to be
included in . Finally, the reader can extract a new set from
, which is denoted as . According to the property of Bloom

filter, false negatives are impossible, which means any tag in
will be identified into . However, false positives may occur
with a certain probability. In the case of false positives, a tag
that is in fact not included in is identified into because
all the bits it is mapped to in are set to 1 by other IDs in .
Therefore, the set satisfies . The tags in
are called the false positive identified tags.
For illustrative purpose, we take a simple example to

show the procedures of the target tag identification as well
as demonstrate the correctness of the Bloom filter construc-
tion. Let us examine a toy RFID system with 10 tags, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Simple example to illustrate the procedures of the target tag identification with a Bloom filter. (a) Broadcast transmission of the parameters. (b) Bloom
filter construction. (c) Extraction of the target tag set.

. For the reader , we assume that
the tags , , and are located within its interrogation
region, i.e., . As shown in Fig. 2(a), to
determine the target tags, the reader first sends out a request
message, which contains the values of the parameters and
. Here, we assume and . When receiving the

request message, each tag in individually generates an 8-bit
Bloom filter basis with its ID and the three hash functions ,
, and . Suppose the Bloom filter bases of the tags , ,

and are 01000110, 01100001, and 00100101, respectively.
Then, the three tags concurrently transmit their Bloom filter
bases to the reader. The reader interprets each bit received
according to the state of the channel, which is depicted in
Fig. 2(b). After receiving all the Bloom filter bases, the reader
attains a bit array 01100111, which is exactly the same as the
Bloom filter constructed based on the set . Then, the reader
checks the elements in one by one to find out the set with
the Bloom filter. For example, as shown in Fig. 2(c), since the
bits at positions , , and are all equal
to 1, the tag is believed to be in . However, the tag
is not included in the set due to the fact that .
For the tag , it is actually not in , but it is able to pass the
test. Thus, it will be falsely identified as a target tag.
When the reader obtains the set , it could start to collect

information from the target tags. Information collection con-
sists of several rounds. Each round begins with a request mes-
sage broadcast from the reader, followed by a slotted time frame
during which some tags are scheduled to report their informa-
tion to the reader. The reader uses a so-called allocation vector
to coordinate the tags’ transmissions, which is denoted as .
The length of the allocation vector exploited in each round is
equal to the number of the tags in from which the reader has
not yet collected the sensor information. In the rest of the paper,
these tags are referred to as uncollected tags for simplicity. The
reader picks a random number and uses a hash function to
map the ID of each uncollected tag to a bit in , which is called
the indicator bit of the uncollected tag. For each bit in , if
there is only one uncollected tag mapped to it, the bit is set to
1, which means the tag is allowed to respond its information to
the reader during one of the time-slots in the following frame.

Otherwise, if no or several uncollected tags are mapped to the
same bit, the bit is 0.
At the beginning of a round, the reader first broadcasts

a request message to all the tags within its interrogation re-
gion, which contains the random number and the allocation
vector . If the allocation vector is too long, the reader could
divide it into 96-bit segments and transmit each one of them in a
time-slot of length (See Section VI-A). When receiving the
request message, each uncollected tag inputs its ID and into
the same hash function exploited by the reader and obtains the
position of its indicator bit in the allocation vector . Then,
it examines the corresponding bit. If its value is 0, the tag will
delay the information transmission to the next round to avoid
potential transmission collisions. If the bit is 1, the tag then cal-
culates how many 1’s appear before its indicator bit in . Since
each bit of value 1 in the allocation vector represents a tag that
is scheduled to transmit the sensor information to the reader in
the following time frame, if there are 1’s preceding its indi-
cator bit, the tag should be the th responder in the cur-
rent round to report its information. Then, during the following
time frame, it will transmit the information in the th slot
without collision.
If one time-slot allocated to a tag in for information trans-

mission turns out to be empty, the tag is a false positive identi-
fied one, and the reader will delete the corresponding ID from
. In this way, at the end of the information collection, the

reader will successfully remove all the false positive identified
tags from and exactly obtain the target tag set .

B. Parameter Determination

Next, we show how to determine the values of the parame-
ters and of the Bloom filter. The total execution time of
information collection is the sum of the time for the reader to
find out its target tags and the time for the tags to transmit their
information to the reader. During the target tag identification,
the reader broadcasts one request message, which is followed
by the concurrent transmissions of the Bloom filter bases from
all the target tags. The time for a target tag to transmit its -bit
Bloom filter basis can be calculated as , where
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is the time for a tag to transmit one bit. Since the request mes-
sage is very short, we do not take its transmission time into con-
sideration. We also ignore the computation time for the reader
to extract the target tag set from the Bloom filter. Therefore,
the time for target tag identification is about . The
time for information collection includes the time for the reader
to transmit the request messages and the time for the slotted
frames. Similar to [25], we can prove that the expected number
of indicator bits for each tag is , where is the natural con-
stant. Let denote the probability of the false positives of the
Bloom filter . Then, the expected cardinality of the set is

. Hence, the total number of bits in all al-
location vectors is expected to be ,
and the expected time for the reader to broadcast all the al-
location vectors is about . The rest of
the request message is very small, and thus the transmission
time can be ignored. Since each tag in will be allocated a
unique time-slot to report its information to the reader, the ex-
pected number of time-slots in all the frames should be equal to

, and the overall frame time in all rounds is
expected to be .
Based on the above analysis, the expected execution time for

information collection at the reader , which is denoted as ,
can be calculated as follows:

(1)

Given the number of target tags and the probability of false
positives , the minimum length of the Bloom filter is [38]

(2)

when the number of hash functions . Therefore,
the execution time can be rewritten as

(3)

When the number of all the tags , the number of target
tags and the information length are determined, is a func-
tion of the false positive probability . Compute the first-order
derivative of with respect to and let it be zero, i.e.,

(4)

By solving (4), we obtain

(5)

Note that must satisfy and we have . When
, the optimal value of is

(6)

When , we have for . Hence, the
optimal value of is

(7)

Therefore, the optimal value of can be determined as

(8)

Then, the length of the Bloom filter is

(9)

and the number of hash functions is

(10)

Theminimum execution time can be expressed as follows:

(11)

C. Cardinality Estimation

In order to determine the parameters of the Bloom filter, such
as , , and , the reader must know the number of the
target tags , which might not be available in some application
scenarios. In that case, we have to estimate the cardinality of the
target tag set before running our information collection protocol
BIC. In the literature, many estimation algorithms [11]–[15]
have been designed to quickly and accurately estimate the size
of tag population for RFID systems, which can be integrated
into our protocol for deriving the estimated value of .
1) Estimation Error: When the number of target tags is

unknown, the reader will estimate it and then determine the
values of , , and based on the estimated value rather
than . Since returned from the estimation algorithms is
usually not exactly equal to , the parameters of the Bloom
filter calculated based on might not be optimal with respect
to , which will lead to the performance degradation of our
protocol. Next, we investigate the sensitivity of the execution
time of BIC to the estimation error.
We define as the ratio of to , i.e., . Then,

the optimal false positive probability calculated based on is

(12)

Given the false positive probability , the length of the
Bloom filter and the number of hash functions are determined
as follows:

(13)

(14)
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Fig. 3. Impact of estimation error on the execution time of BIC. (a) bit.
(b) bits.

When such a Bloom filter is used to determine the target tag
set , the resulting false positive probability is

(15)

Therefore, the expected cardinality of the set is
, and the execution time can be calculated as

(16)

Fig. 3 shows the expected execution time of BIC under dif-
ferent levels of estimation error when the information is 1 bit
and 8 bits long. Here, all results are normalized with respect to
the expected execution time of BIC with no estimation error.
We use to represent the level of estimation error, where

. When is small, much time is taken for the transmis-
sions of the Bloom filter bases. As increases, the effect of

TABLE I
ESTIMATION OVERHEAD

estimation error on the determination of the length of the Bloom
filter bases decreases based on (9), and so does the overall ex-
ecution time. When is large, the time for information trans-
missions dominates the performance of our protocol. As in-
creases, the performance degradation due to estimation error
increases because the false positive probability calculated
based on becomes more inaccurate compared to the optimal
value . When is close to 1, we have according
to (8) and (12). In this case, target tag identification with Bloom
filter is skipped, and the performance of BIC under estimation
error is the same as that without estimation error. Therefore, the
normalized execution time reduces to 1. This also explains why
we have a peak on each curve with estimation error as shown in
Fig. 3. It can be observed that BIC is very robust to the estima-
tion error: When , the execution time of BIC is almost
the same as that without estimation error. Even when reaches

, the expected execution time of BIC increases only by
up to 3%.
2) Estimation Overhead: We also measure the additional

time overhead for estimating the cardinality of the target tag
set. Here, we use the Enhanced Zero-Based (EZB) estimator
designed in [12] to estimate . We set the confidence interval

and the reliability . Table I illustrates the
ratio of the running time of the estimation algorithm to the exe-
cution time of BIC for information collection under different
information length and the number of target tags when

. It shows that the estimation overhead is moderate,
and it will decrease as the information length or the number of
target tags increases. In Section VI, we demonstrate that BIC
outperforms other information collection protocols with consid-
eration of the estimation overhead via extensive simulations.

D. Channel Error

Until now, the wireless communication channels are consid-
ered to be error-free. If this is not true, the normal execution
of BIC might be disturbed. For example, a number of bits in
the Bloom filter bases may be corrupted during transmissions,
which makes false negatives of the Bloom filter also possible. In
case of false negatives, some target tags in will not be iden-
tified into and hence will not be intentionally allocated a
time-slot by the reader . Therefore, these tags will either have
no chance to report their information to the reader during the
execution of our protocol or respond in the time-slots that are
allocated to other tags and cause collisions. The false negative
problem can be easily solved by adding another phase at the end
of BIC, in which the reader executes an ID-collection-based pro-
tocol, such as AIC, to read sensor information from the tags that
have not successfully submitted their information to the reader.
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Fig. 4. Impact of channel error on the execution time of BIC.

During information collection, to ensure the correctness of
the information received at the reader via an unreliable commu-
nication channel, we include 16-bit checksum to the informa-
tion for error detection. Each segment of 96 bits in the alloca-
tion vectors also carries 16-bit checksum. In BIC, a target tag
that is allowed to report the information in the current round de-
termines its allocated time-slot based on all the bits preceding
its indicator bit in the allocation vector, which is vulnerable to
the channel error because even one bit flip may lead to a wrong
decision. To reduce the negative impact of the channel error on
the transmission order determination, we add a header into each
segment, which records the total number of 1’s in the previous
segments. When a target tag correctly receives the segment that
contains its indicator bit, it could compute its transmission order
from the value in the header and the number of 1’s appearing be-
fore its indicator bit in the current segment, no matter whether
the previous segments are corrupted or not. If the tag finds that
the segment containing its indicator bit is corrupted, it will not
participate in the remaining rounds to avoid potential transmis-
sion collisions. The tag can report the information to the reader
during the execution of the ID-collection-based protocol as we
mentioned above.
Next, we evaluate the performance of BIC under different bit

error rates (BERs), and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Here,
all results are normalized with respect to the execution time of
BIC when the channel is error-free. We observe that as the BER
increases, the execution time of BIC increases. When the BER
is small (e.g., ), the execution time of BIC only in-
creases by 40%. Even when the BER reaches , the ex-
ecution time of BIC is still within 2 times of that under error-free
channel.

E. Synchronization

Similar to [18] and [20], in our protocol, we assume that each
bit in the Bloom filter transmitted from different target tags
to the reader is synchronized. RFID systems work in low-rate
channels, and hence the bit time is long when compared to other

wireless technologies such asWiFi. Based on the Philips I-Code
specification [36], the time interval for the transmission of one
bit from a tag to a reader is 18.88 s. According to the data
in [1], we assume that the communication range of the tags is
15 m. Then, the propagation delay is s, which
is negligible compared to the bit time 18.88 s. Therefore, after
the reader’s signal synchronizes the tags’ clocks, the tags are
able to transmit during specific bit times even though their dis-
tances to the reader are different. Click drift might constrain the
maximum number of consecutive bits transmitted. If the size of
the Bloom filer is large, we can divide the Bloom filter basis into
smaller segments, and the reader will transmit signal to resyn-
chronize the tags at the end of each segment.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our protocol
BIC. We compare the execution time of BIC with AIC, TIC,
PIC, MIC, as well as the universal lower bound and demonstrate
the efficiency of BIC for unknown-target information collection
in large-scale RFID systems.

A. Simulation Setting

The simulation setting is based on the Philips I-Code speci-
fication [36] and the EPCGlobal Gen2 standard [39]. Each tag
ID is 96 bits long, which contains a 16-bit CRC code. Any two
consecutive transmissions are separated by a time interval of
302 s. The transmission rate of the reader is 26.5 kb/s. Thus,
the time for the reader to transmit an ID or a segment of al-
location vectors is 3927 s with a time interval included, i.e.,

s. The transmission rate of a tag is 53 kb/s, which
is different from that of the reader. It takes 18.88 s for a tag to
transmit 1 bit, i.e., s. The value of is calcu-
lated as the sum of a time interval and the information transmis-
sion time that equals to 18.88 s multiplied by the length of the
information . For example, if the sensor information is 8 bits
long, is equal to 452 s. Recall that represents the length
of a time-slot for a tag to transmit both the ID and information.
Similarly, we have s.
We use EZB to estimate the cardinality of each target tag

set, where the confidence interval and the reliability
. Under the same setting, we take the average values

of 100 simulation runs as results.

B. Performance Comparison Under Different Ratio

We first evaluate the performance of the protocols for un-
known-target information collection under different values of
. Three sets of simulations are conducted, where

and the length of sensor information is 1, 8, and 16 bits, respec-
tively. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. The execu-
tion time of AIC and TIC increases linearly as increases. Pre-
vious work [40]–[42] has theoretically demonstrated that the ex-
pected number of time-slots needed for a reader to collect IDs
from tags with ALOHA-based ID-collection protocols and
tree-based ID-collection protocols is approximately
and , respectively. Therefore, the execution times of
AIC and TIC should be linear functions of when is a con-
stant, which is confirmed by our simulation results. In addition,
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Fig. 5. Execution time comparison of information collection protocols under different ratio . (a) bit. (b) bits. (c) bits.

Fig. 6. Execution time comparison of information collection protocols under different number of tags. (a) . (b) . (c) .

we observe that when is fixed, the performance of PIC is in-
sensitive to change in because almost all the execution time
is devoted to the broadcast transmissions of tag IDs in from
the reader, which only depends on rather than . Moreover,
when is small (e.g., less than 0.5), the execution time of PIC
is much larger than that of AIC and TIC, due to its significant
communication overhead for the reader to broadcast the IDs of
the tags in . As increases, PIC works better than AIC
and TIC since it avoids the severe collision among tag trans-
missions occurred to AIC and TIC. MIC completely removes
the time-consuming transmissions of tag IDs during informa-
tion collection, and thus further reduces the protocol execution
time as compared to AIC, TIC, and PIC. BIC constructs a Bloom
filter for the reader to efficiently determine the target tags, and it
uses the allocation vectors to coordinate the transmissions from
different tags and thus reduce collision. Therefore, it achieves
the best performance among all the protocols, and its execution
time is within 2 times of the universal lower bound
in all simulations as shown in Fig. 5. For example, in the case
that bits and , the execution time of BIC is 3.5 s,
which is 10% of the time required by AIC, 12% of the time re-
quired by TIC, 8% of the time required by PIC, 52% of the time
required by MIC, and 1.4 times of the universal lower bound,
respectively.

C. Performance Comparison Under Different Number of Tags

Next, we study the execution time of different information
collection protocols with respect to the number of tags in the

system. In our simulations, the sensor information is 8 bits long,
and the number of tags varies from 500 to 15 000. Fig. 6
presents the execution time comparison among AIC, TIC, PIC,
MIC, and BICwhen the ratio is 0.2, 0.5, and 0.7, respectively.
From the results in Fig. 6, we observe that when is fixed,

the execution times of all the information collection protocols
increase approximately linearly as the number of tags in the
system increases. When is small (e.g., ), the exe-
cution time of these information collection protocols is almost
the same because the time overhead due to transmission colli-
sion and ID broadcast is also low for the warm-up solutions.
Such overhead increases as increases, and BIC significantly
outperforms the other protocols when is large. We also ob-
serve that the rate of increase in the execution time varies for
different protocols. The execution times of AIC and TIC in-
crease faster under a larger value of because the transmission
collision among the target tags becomes more severe as in-
creases. The rate of increase in the execution time for PIC and
MIC remains constant under different values of for the same
reason as we discussed in Section VI-B. BIC has the minimum
rate of increase in the execution time among all the information
collection protocols, which indicates that it is efficient and scal-
able for large-scale RFID systems.

D. Performance Comparison Under Different Information
Length

We compare the performance of different information col-
lection protocols with various information lengths. In the
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Fig. 7. Execution time comparison of information collection protocols under
different information length.

simulations, we set and . The information
length changes from 1 bit to 128 bits. The simulation results
are presented in Fig. 7, where the execution times of all the
information collection protocols increase as the length of the
sensor information increases. The execution time of BIC is
much smaller than that of the warm-up solutions under different
lengths of information. Moreover, the rate of increase in the
execution time under AIC, TIC, or MIC is larger than that of
PIC or BIC. In AIC and TIC, due to transmission collision, each
tag has to transmit its information multiple times on average
in order for the reader to successfully receive the information,
which results in fast increase of execution time when the
information length increases. For MIC, its high rate of increase
in execution time is caused by the wasted time-slots allocated
to the large number of tags in .

E. Performance Comparison in Multi-Reader Scenarios

Recall that one notable application of our protocol is the in-
formation collection in the multi-reader RFID systems, as we
described in Section I. We have compared the execution time of
different protocols for unknown-target information collection at
an individual reader in Sections VI-B–VI-D. In this section, we
will evaluate the performance of our protocol in themulti-reader
scenarios for completeness, i.e., the overall execution time for
a number of readers to collect sensor information from all the
tags in an RFID system.
In the simulations, we distribute RFID readers

in a square area of size 50 50 m , where the readers are
arranged in a grid formation. The interrogation region of the
readers is assumed to be a disk of radius 15 m. The tags are
randomly distributed within the area. In a large-scale RFID
system where multiple readers are installed, adjacent readers
will interfere with each other and cause reader–tag collision
and reader–reader collision [28], [29]. The reader–tag collision
occurs when one reader, say , is in the interrogation region of
another reader . In that case, the commands broadcast from
reader might drown the response transmitted to reader

TABLE II
EXECUTION TIME COMPARISON (IN SECONDS) WHEN

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIME COMPARISON (IN SECONDS) WHEN

TABLE IV
EXECUTION TIME COMPARISON (IN SECONDS) WHEN

from its interrogated tags. For two readers and that share
an overlapped interrogation region, if both of them issue a
command at the same time, the tags in the overlapped region
cannot resolve the commands from the readers, which is called
reader–reader collision. To avoid such collisions and achieve
time-efficient information collection in the multi-reader RFID
systems, a coordination mechanism must be introduced to
determine the schedule for activation of different readers. To
address this issue, in our simulations, we divide the set of
readers into the minimum number of subsets, where the readers
in each subset can be activated at the same time without trans-
mission collision. Each time, one subset of readers is scheduled
to execute the unknown-target information collection protocol,
until the sensor information of all the tags in the system are col-
lected. This coordination mechanism could effectively reduce
the interference among the readers, and it can work with all the
information collection protocols we consider in the simulations.
Tables II–IV show the execution time of each information

collection protocol under different information length when
is 20 000, 50 000, and 100 000, respectively. We continue to
observe that BIC has the minimum execution time among all
the protocols. For example, in the case that bits and

, the execution time of BIC is only 6.6 s, which
is 20% of the time required by AIC, 17.5% of the time required
by TIC, 6.4% of the time required by PIC, and 12.3% of the
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time required by MIC. Even when the total number of tags in
the system reaches 100 000 and the information is 64 bits long,
BIC could still achieve the information collection within 1 min
as shown in Table IV, which indicates that BIC is also very ef-
ficient for multi-reader RFID systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper studies the problem of collecting information from
an unknown subset of tags in a sensor-enabled RFID system.
Different from information collection where the reader has prior
knowledge about its set of target tags, for unknown-target infor-
mation collection, the reader must first figure out all target tags
before reading information from them. We begin with two cate-
gories of solutions that are derived from the existing ID-collec-
tion protocols and information collection protocols and demon-
strate that they cannot efficiently solve the unknown-target in-
formation collection problem due to significant time overhead
for identifying the target tags. We then propose a novel solu-
tion called the Bloom-filter-based Information Collection pro-
tocol (BIC). A Bloom filter representing the target tag set is
distributively constructed and transmitted to the reader, which
drastically reduces the time overhead and improves the perfor-
mance of the information collection protocol. Extensive simu-
lations show that our protocol significantly outperforms other
solutions.
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